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WomenSYREN JULIA SPORTING 12-GAUGE, 30” SHOTGUN

Women are fl ocking to the fi eld like never before. While 
it’s encouraging that manufacturers are stepping up in the 
outdoor space to create women-specifi c gear, until recently 
the shotgun adage has been one size fi ts most, which is a 
bit exhausting for those of us who can’t quite fi nd a shot-
gun that’s a perfect match. Enter the new Julia Sporting 
12-gauge ($6,050) from Syren, a division of Caesar Guerini 
USA. Made specifi cally for women, the Julia is spectacularly 
adorned with a 24-karat gold design that showcases a long-
haired woman scattering dandelions on its case-colored ac-
tion sides. The goldwork continues along the top tang, trig-
ger guard and lever. These details are breathtaking, but it 
was the stock that made this my choice for a Gray’s Best. Its 
dimensions are higher and shorter than a typical men’s stock, 
making it a better match for women. With a 13.9” pull and 
a 1.5” drop at the comb, the Julia proved more like an exten-
sion of my arm than a shotgun. Every detail of the Julia was 
appealing, from the accuracy, to the fi t, to the design. A must 
for any woman who truly enjoys a beautiful shotgun and a 
treasure for your collection. www.syrenusa.com

LOWA MAURIA GTX WS
  Hunting while wearing the Mauria GTX WS ($325) will 
make you a believer in Lowa’s German engineering, which 
shines with its proprietary fl ex lacing system that’s designed 
to allow laces to pull easily through ball bearing loops that 
are set on free moving tabs. The result is less pressure on the 
front of the ankle, where so many boots have failed me in 
the past, without any of the discomfort normally associated 
with breaking in a new pair of shoes. Rubber toe and heel 
caps offer extra protection against rocks and debris, while 
creative color accents catch your eye right out of the box. 
But looks aren’t everything. I have a closet full of great look-
ing boots that have been worn only a handful of times, then 
sent into early retirement because they hurt the front of my 
ankles. Not so with the waterproof and breathable comfort 
of the Mauria. I’ve worn these through tough terrain and 
water hazards, and my feet have remained dry and warm. 
While these have become my favorite active boots, I’ll likely 
be reaching for them whether I’m headed to the fi eld or out 
for a night on the town. Available in Anthracite/Petrol and 
Dark Blue/Bordeaux. www.lowaboots.com
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